We demonstrate a combined approach to determine the crystalline polymorphs of small-organic micro-crystalline molecules, using solid-state NMR (ssNMR) and electron diffraction (ED) [1]. Powder X-ray diffraction is a widely used method for crystalline form determination, however, it sometimes fails in mixture samples because of severe overlaps of diffraction peaks. For mixture samples, 13C cross-polarization magic-angle spinning (CPMAS) is power full tool because of the sensitivity of 13C chemical shifts to the molecular conformation and high resolution of peaks. However, crystalline polymorphs with very similar conformations sometimes give identical 13C CPMAS spectra, failing to distinguish crystalline form. ED can in principal be very useful method to distinguish crystalline form even for mixture samples because ED requires only micro-or even nano-crystalline sample due to the strong scattering power, enabling measurement of single crystal ED pattern from powder mixture samples.
